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"Tell thE truth and don't be afraid"

Possible hazing
jeopardizes
sorority's future
By CHRIS SEPER
Staff writer

CHET PlOT ROWSKI/ Photo ed~or

Olarleston police officer Lt. Rick Fisher last Monday afternoon instructs four members of the C»!ited
Paper Workers International Local No. 7591 to go to the union hall to receive instructions concerning
the continuing lockout at Trailmobile Inc.

Trail mobile employees locked out
during current bargaining sessions
By MELANIE lvtCLAIN
City editor

United Paper Workers International Local7591.
The lockout went into effect as of the third shift
Sunday, and workers were told not to report to
About 1,000 union employees remained barred work at Trailmobile, 1000 N. 14th St., Monday or
from work Monday after a Trailmobile Inc. lock any daythereafte r until further notice, according to
out was implemented in an effort to expedite an acompmypess release.
"My members are available," Collins said in a
agreement between the dueling sides, according to
a Trailmobile Inc. official.
phone interview. "They went out to Trailmobile
The lock out began Sunday- just four daye (Mondayj to ask to be let in to work and have been
turned away:..
before a joint meeting with a federal mediator.
"We were very taken by surprise, especially
"We've really only got one question for the
after the plant manager the Friday before and the company, for vice president Mel Johnson and the
vice president and the chairman of the bargaining plant manage~ John Menzi: 'Why did :>"U lock the
committee told people to show up to work on employees out?'"'
Monday," said Gary Collins, president of the
See TRAILMOBILE page 2

A sorority has been placed on
interim suspension pending a hazirg
il'lvestigalion that could gel the
organizationkickedoffcampus.
Campus police and the OffiCe of
Student Life are investigating the
local chapter of Alji>a Kappa Alpha
oorority for lazing and recruitment
violations. Officials would not
elaborate on the charges, but
campus police chief Tom Larson
said an investigator is intetviewing
at least nine pledges about hazing
that involved ":raddling."
Punishments for hazing range
from probation to removal from
cam pus. The university defines
hazing as "phyeical or mental
harassment ... meant to produce
excessive mental or ph)'-sical
discomfort. embarrassment or
hlmssment."
Seven stua.nt o~ganizations have
been punished fbr hazing since 1990
and two of those groups were
kicked off campus. This is the
second time in two years Alpha
Kappa Alpha has been investigated
fbr hazing.
This year's investigation began
when a motrerofone oft he pledges
noticed evidence of ha.z ing and
asked her daughter and the other
pedges to come forwaJd.
"Some people have given
indications that there was possible
hazing," Laroon said, adding none

Some people have
given in die at ions that
there was possible hazing."
''
-Tom b.-son
Univ«sity Police Chief
of the pledges want to pursue
criminal charges against the sorority
but are cooperating with the
univeJSity's investigation.
The sorority was placed on
interim suspension Friday, but no
one could say when the alleged
offense took place. Office of
Student Life Director David
Milberg said he's been working
with police since last week, but
Larson said he thought tre incident
was reported on Satwday.
Milberg said his office will get
the police report and then clocide on
a punishment. He was unsure if the
university would press charges
against sorority members using a
rew law enacted Jan. I tlat makes
lazing a Class 4 felony if it results
in the death or harm of an
individual.
Class 4feloniesare punishable by
up to three years in prison.
A IOjl'Osentative of Alpha Kappa
Alpha's national chapter will come
to campus after the investigation is
complete to review the information
and decide if they want to pursue
their own investigation. Milberg

See HAZING page 2

Student Life position to be filled New director to utilize
opment.
"(The assistant director serves
as) an adviser and pro gram
Eastern's vacant plSition of coordinator for student organiassistant director of Student Life zations, with a predominant
should be filled by the middle or focus on Greek organizations,"
end of February, said Linda Moore said. "They also deal with
Moore. chairwoman of the Eastern's Parents Club, which
search committee.
has a fund-raising complnent."
Eileel\ Sullival'l was Eastern's
The three fiMlists for the
assistant director of Student Life position are Jennifer Wallace,
until August 1995, when she Robert Kennedy and Re bee ca
decided to get her doctorate to Marushak.
move up in higher education
Be fore working at J arne s
administration, Moore said.
River Corporation, Wallace was
Since Sullivan's absence, the a graduate assistant assigned to
duties have been covered by Greek life at the University of
existing office staff and graduate Cincinnati.
assistants. "fhey're very anxious
Kennedy, from the University
to get someone on board," of Iowa, worked with disability
Moore said.
setvices and campus programs in
She said the major respons- the student activities office. He
ibilities of the position include was also regional counselor for
developing Eastern students and Theta Chi International Frateguiding them through theirextra- rnity, Moore said.
c urricular activities, with an
Marushak works for the vice
emphasis on leadership devel- president of Student Affairs at
By BETSY COLE
Administration editor

the University of Michigan and
has worked in the office of
Greek Life as a graduate student.
"We're looking for someone
who has one to two years
e xperie nc e advising Greek
organizations, .. Moore said .
Other desired qualities are good
communicational skills and good
p!Annil'lg skills.
Events like Homecoming and
Greek Week are planned in
Eastern's Student Life office.
"It's an implrtant plSition for
the student bod)l" Moore said.
Faculty, staff and students are
welcome
to
attend the
intetviews. The two remaining
interviews are Tuesday and
Wednesday, with two open
sessions each day:
The first open session will be
at II a.m. in the Scharher Room
of the Martin Lui her King Jr.
University Union. The second
opm session will be at 3 p.m. in
the Greenup Room.

computers in job search
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Rosalyn Gresens, the new
associate director of the Career
Planning and Placement
Center, said she wants to better
help students who are looking
for a job after graduation.
Gresens said she wants to
use computers more often to
help students looking for job
placement opportunities. She
also hopes students will
discover more about the
setvices in the Career Planning
and Placement Center, in the
Student Services Building.
"What I would like to see is
the opportunity to get involved
with students earlier as
freshmen,.. Gre se ns said,
adding that some programs

offered at the center would be
beneficial to both freshmen and
sophomores as we 11 as
upJ:erclassmen.
Gresens replaced Warren
Kistner, who resigned from the
position to take a position at
Ill:inois Wesle:>"n University in
Bloomington.
Gresens began her job last
Tuesday, after working from
January through August in a
temporary full-time position as
administrative assistant in the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Gresens' duties encompass
helping to oversee most of the
setvices it provides.
"Everything that goes on
here in career planning and
placement goes across my desk
See OIRECTORpage2
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"Alpha Kappa Alphe h,. not
a representative could come to
been caught hazing. Other than
Eastern this woek .
In a u.nivezsily press release. that 1 have no comment/' said
Vice President for Student AO'aiJs member Kim Carter.
Lou Hencl<tn said tho university
Under the interim suspe Nion.
would "continue to deal with and the university has suspended
take serious action a.gainst any Alpha Kappa Alpha's status as an
group thet puticipates in activi- offiCial student organization. The
sorority is also not allowed to
ties that are a threat to others."
"The university does not con- sponsor any social programs and
done or tolerate any acts of hez- is suspended from participating
ing, harassment or humiliation," in other organized group activiHencken said in the release.
ties.
Alphe Kappa Alphe was invosA member of Alpha Kappa
Alphe said her sorority did noth- tigated for hazing and recruit·
ment violations in April 1994.
ing wrong.

TRAILMOBILE

The university did not find any
evidence to take further action
and tho sorority was restored to
officia.l standing, but membeJS
were pla.ced under interim suspension for a period of time and
warned thet hezing and recruitment violations in the future
would jeopardize the organization.
The exact number of members
in Alpha Kappa Alpha is not
known. Public information direc tor Shelly Flock said the sorority
was rebuilding its membership
and there were anywhere frorn

.frompagoon•

Kennedy said violations of company rules, incidents of sabotage and damage to company and
employoe p10perty wore cited as reasons for the
lockoul
"Basically, the company expnienced a decrease
in company perl"ormance and overall trailer output," Kennedy said. "The company made a decision to expedite geHing an agreement to p-oduce
trailers without experienced workers ...
But the decision has many union workers up;et
and asking 9.ues tions as to why the lockout
occurred, Collms said,
"1 think the compeny knew they we're going to
do (the loc kout) all along," said Ron McConnell,
a union worke r. "We,re supposed to report to
work, but how are they s up,posed to know (if we
did) if they won't le t us in?'
"I think (the lockout) is garbage," said Leo
S henks, another union worker.
On two separate occasions two acetylene
bombs wore set off in the plant. Although the
Cherleston Police Deper1ment has been notified of
the incident, no one ha.s been charged, Kennedy
said.
Collins sa.id union members have denied all
allegations ofbreaking company rules or incidents
of sabotage ,

"Thet took us by surprise too," Collins said .
ne-ver seen any disci}:iina.ry action on our
employoes that indicated lhal n
Kennedy said the company and the union workers will meet wit h a federal mediator on Thursday.
Both sides hove agreed the lockout will not affect
negotiations.
••our contention is that we•n continue to negotiate in good faith with the union local," Kennedy
said.
Collins agreed.
"!don't think it is going to chenge how negotiations are going," he said.
Kennedy said union e rnplo}'Oes will not be paid
during the lock out.
Howover, Co llins said he believes the lock out
will affec t the company's produc tion levels.
"I don't know how the company can perform
without workers in the plant," he sa>i.
Union workers rejected a com p1ny contract
proposal 865-12 Jan. 16, which would have
replaced a four-)ear agreement that expired at
II :59 that night.
A strike authorization was taken last month to
approve a work stoppage at any time after the old
contract expired . But workers decided to stay on
the job.
"We~

Demonstrators voice
abo r1 ion oppos iti on
on 23rd anniversary
WASHINGTON (AP) Ernbo Ide ned by the Republic an
majority in Congress, tens of
thousands of }lOlling, chanting
abor1ion opponents marched in
pro test to the Supreme Court
building Monday, the 23rd
annivo rsary of the cour1's decision legalizing most abortions.
T he marchers used the annual p10test to exhor1 President
Clinton to sign legislation limiting a woman's legal right to end
a Jl'egnancy.
As they demonstrated, howe.,.r, the Supreme Court dealt a
new blow to efforts to enact
new abortion curbs . The justices ruled without comment
thet Pennsylvania cannot estab!ish strict reporting rules for

certain Medicaid-funded aborlions.
An estimated 60,000 people
participated in the march, U.S.
Park Police spokeswoman
Sandra Alley said . The March
for Life Fund, the event organize~ claimed 125,000 per1icipants.
This }'Oar's official turnout
on a crisp, sunny day was up
from about 45,000 at last ~ar 's
march and from 1994, when
35,000 marchers braved an ice
storm. An anti-abor1ion march
in Was~ ton in April 1990
drewthe biggestc10wd, anestimated 200,000, in response to
an abortion-rights gathering a
year earlier attended by
300,000.

DIRECTOR
at one time oranothe~" she said.
Gresens &lso plans to more
fully implement a new syetem of
job -search c linics which are
being offered by the center.
''One ctinic) started the end of
last fall, but it really wasn't
edvenised woo; she san. "This
semesteris, I think. the first time
students will really become
e.wue t hat the service is in
place ."
Four general topics will be
covered in the clinics: career

.frompageon•

planning and placement services;

using electronic setvices; learning interviewing s kills ~ and
resume writ~ .
Shirley Stewart, dirac ll>r of the
caner ple.nni~ and placement
cente ~ said Oresens was se.lected
from a f~eld of28 ca.odidates.
'1 found (Oresens) to be very
articulate, and she has a strong
background in comput er programming which wiU help this
office with its computer registration office," Stewart said.
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HIV program Registration drive may be postponed
to discuss
awareness
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Sllldent govemmeot editor

The Student Semte voterregistration drjve may be
postponed until next
semester because the p:imary elections :are during
Eastern's spring break, said
senate member Keith
Rynialc.
Since the primary elections are during a week wben
few students will be in Coles
County, Rynialc said they
would have to vote absentee.

ByKATEVAHA
Activities editor

Teaching students, fuculty and staff to help educate
aod support their peers is the pwpose of an HIV and
AIDS training workshop being offered by the
African American Studies Program and Health
Services.
The workshop will be held from 1-5 p.m. Friday
aod from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
The cost is $50 and scholarship assistmoe is available. To register aod for more information call the
African American Studies depattment
The American Red Cross will conduct an instructional training program Friday to teach how to give
presentations.
Saturday and Sunday's workshops will focus on
educating participants on the history of HIV and
AIDS, wbere the United States is now with the virus
aod how to teach the information, said Ollie Mae
Ray, a health professor aod organizer of the workshop.
"We need to have students, faculty and staff
trained," Ray said. 'This problem is not going to go
away. and we need to get awareness up."
The workshop is a kickoff to AIDS Awareness
Week Jan. 28 to Feb. 3. It is also being held during
the African American Heritage Celebration because
of the rise of AIDS in the African American population, Ray said
The focus of the workshop is going to be on transmission, prevention, cultural sensiti\<ity, treatments
aod the possibility of a vaccine.
Although HIV and AIDS cases in homose.wals
has decreased. cases involving heterosexuals and
women are skyrocketing, Ray said
"We need peer HIV aod AIDS presente<s on campus for use by \oarious student organizations, dorms
and anyone that needs to be informed," said Lynette
Dnlke, director of Health Services.
"We want as many people as we possibly can to
attend," Ray said '1 find people listen to their peers,

By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

Students will be able to take
a trip to Mexico with the possibility of earning college
credit

The Study Travel Trip t o
Me.-.ico, which willlllke place
from March 14-25, is being
organized by the Department
of Foreign Langoag.s through
the College of Continuing
Education The mip will be led
by Richard Crorce, an associate professor of foreign languages.
Crome said the trip includes
three days in Mexico City,

deputize them aod gi\oe them
all the pape<s they'll need for
it," Coffrin said.
Senate members being
deputized will go through a
short training session to
cover basic information
about elections and who can
vote, then ta1re ail oath.
Coffrin said sbe is unsure
how many Eastern students
are registered in Coles
County, but the amount is
probably low sinoe no registration drive has been held
on campus in several years.

The university recognizes that being able to go
and experience things first hand coupled with a
goal of learning about another culture or society is
a valid approach toward learning."
' ' -Richard Cromt, associatt profe-ssor of foreign
languages
-----------------three days in the southern well as food for the last two
highland of Oaxaca aod three days of the trip. A $400
days in the beach resort of deposit is required by
Huatulco.
Thursday.
He said interested students
Crome said students taking
should contact him at 581- the trip will be able to earn up
2123 to sign up for the course. to two bows fo r the
The total cost for the trip is Introduction to Hispanic
$850 which includes all trans- Culture course. No prerequiportation aod lodging costs, as site is required for the trip.

Students will be able to
study many aspects of
Mexican culture, including
:~nial architecture, Crome
"The university recognizes
that being able to go and expe-

rience things first hand coupled with a goal of learning
about another culture or society is a valid approach toward
learning," Crome said
This is the se\'ellth year the
trip has been offered, he said,
aod usually about 20 students
go on the trip. He said there
are about 12 students signed
up for the trip so fur. There are
about 13 more spots available.

Free internet workshops available
By ERIK LARSON

StaJfwriter
Computer workshops to edncate and keep
the campus community up to date on the
infOrmation highway are being sponsored by
Academic Computing from January to
March.
The Eudora, Netscape and Beginning and
Intermediate Windows workshops being
offered at ibe Student S<nices Building are

beneficial to everyone regardles.s of their
major, said Cheryl Staley, scientific computer
programmer.
The wolksbops are free to everyone.
The Eudora workshop is being held from
9-11 a.m. Feb. 20 in Room 16 in ibe Student
Services Building.
The Netscape workshop is being held from
9-11 p.m. Jan 29 and from 9-11 a.m. Feb. 20
in Room 16 of the Student Sen,icesBuilding.
The Beginning Windows class teaches stu-

dents about adding icons and will be held
from 9-11:30 a.m. Jan 30, Feb. 19 and Mmh
18 in Room 16 of the Student Services building Beginning Wmdows is a prerequisite for
Jntennediate Windows which explores the file
manager. Jntennediate Windows will be held
from 9-11:30 a.m_ onMarcb 19.
"It is absolutely necessary to become aware
of the Intemet," Staley said "Every job will
have access to the Iotemet within the next
five years....

)

Sigma Phi ERsilon
Rush

5 TO 9 pm

Jerry's. Pizza
& Pub

-LargesfFr:atei:nitY, on Campus
-Recipient of tht> Buchanan Cup and President's Award
\fo~ ·frafeQial exct>Dence_
-1995 winner ofHomoooming float competition
and GI't'ek Sing.

Corner of 4th and Lin
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

•PIZZA

· SALAD BAR
· SPAGHETTI
·GARLIC BREAD
$.::3-~~Piue. T.ax
Children 10 .and under eat for $2-00

Blimpie's Night I uesday, Jan. 23 5:45
At the Sig Ep House in Greek Court

345-2844
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dous " get-out-and-vote
effort" in order for many students to vote in the p:imary.
The governmeutal affairs
committee on the senate has
been planning to deputize
senate members to hold a
registration drive on campus
this semester, but the final
decision of when the drive
will be held is still up in the
air.
Coffrin said she is willing
to deputize the senate members allY time.
"I'm more than happy to

Trip to Mexico offered during spring break

EAT EVERY TUESDAY & TH URSDAY

I

He said many students
may be reluctant to vote
abseotee since it would be an
extra step in the voting process.
Coles County Cleric Betty
Coffrin agreed
"If they're going to vote,
they'll have to vote absentee
first, then they' ll come back
(next year) and have to
change their address to be
able to vote in the November
election," Coffrin said.
She also said the senate.
will have to ha'"' a trewen-

For more information or riC!es call: Jason at 581-3218

•

the ]UNCTION
------------------------~
Union
Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area
The Junction offers I 2 Janes for classes, open and league bowling. 6
billiard tabl es, video and pinball. and camping equipment rental.
Anyone Interested In joining a league this spl1ng should stop l:>y the
Junction In the Union or call 581·5616
The cost per week Is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (.35¢)

Tues

Weds

LEAGUE TIMES ...
6:30p.m.
6:30p.m.
4:30p .m.
7:00p.m.

& 9p.m. ... Monday Night COED
& 9p.m. ... Tuesday Night COED
................ Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.'
................ Wednesday Night Men
• (ABC Sanctioned)

" THE t.:H<>ICE' T~B~i-ONG,
THE CHALLENGE TQ)·~'COll>fE

Location- •• North end of UNION STATION
Hours.-- M-TH ... 9:00a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
,(!J)---_..::~~!!,.

RIDES & INFO CAJ.L,

Bob 345-7459
Lou3454198
nm348-5362

•

f'........... I 0:00 a.m.- I I :30 p.m.
SaL ..... 2:00p.m.- 11:30 p.m.
Sun ..... 4:00 p.m. - I 0:30 p.m .
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Students should
make use of city's
new taxi service
Charleston's first taxi service in eight years,
started this month by Charleston resident Jana
Huddleston, is a much-needed service for
Eastern students.
Mention of the service at ftrst conjures up
memories of the infamous Gus Bus - a school
bus that transported students from campus to
and from Charleston bars almost three years
ago.
But the taxi service is a much wiser idea.
Because students have to pay for the service
and because the vehicles provided are much
smaller than the bus - six-, eight- and 14-passenger vans - the taxi service should be a
much safer, reliable mode of transportation for
- - - - - - - - students.
The Gus Bus was
canceled several months
after its start because of
rowdiness and fighting and because various
bars stopped providing money for its maintenance.
But the fighting and misbehavior associated
with the Gus Bus will most likely not be present in the taxi service.
At a flat rate of $3.75 and an additional $1
per person, the taxis are affordable enough to
be a realistic solution to drunk driving and will
broaden students' choices for weekend activities.
Huddleston said she is willing to drive people outside of the immediate campus and city
square area to places like Mattoon' s
Showplace 8 theater on the weekends, giving
students who don't want to go to the bars or
stay within walking distance of campus more
options.
Huddleston said she is also working on
plans with Eastern to provide transportation to
student groups who want to go on shopping
trips or other group activities. Eastern should
recognize this opportunity and take advantage
of such an offer.
Students should also take advantage of the
opportunity and utilize the taxi service.
If utilized, the taxi service can provide

This pie<'e v.'On fost place in the
upper di~ision of the 1995
Cultural Diversity Essay Contest,
sponsored by the English department. Etm.-en pieces wers entered
in this division.
My grandlitther used to teU me TARA WEIKUM
that if I ate Oreo cookies, my skin
.
would tum. black. At an extremely Essay wwner
young age, my brothers, cousins

and I were taught that any skin
color othe'r than our own rather - -

bland, pale shade was undesirable. Growing np aronnd such
blatant forms of prejudi"" made me aware of how closeminded many people are, including ones close to me. I realized that most people form their views of cultural diff~s
by adopting the attitudes of authority figures and role models. To prevent the continual stream of impressionable children growing up into prejudioed adults, children must learn
to keep an open mind about everything, including religion
and race.
I grew up in a smaU town of only about 4,000 people. Out
of all those people, one family from India, another family
from China and one boy with a white mother and an AfricanAmerican father were the only people who didu't blend into
the overwhelmingly Caucasian population. Many people,
including my own relatives, were wary of the families at
first.
By this l!ime in my life, I had caught on to the usual stereotypes of different races and cultures, but none of these people
seemed to fit the mold. The Indian couple were bo1h doctors,
as was the father of the family from China. Their children
who were in my classes appeared fairly ordinary. Nothing
too drastically different made me ideotify the people that I
got to know with what they were supposed to be like. That
was one of my first lessons on how real people don't fit the
molds of stereotypes.
Simply questioning the ideas I had been tanght by closeminded pe<>ple wasn't enongh: I .needed to defy those ideas
and completely break away from them. My grandmother
would always say, "I'd rather die than see one of my grand-

"Rather than
accepting the
cliches and
sterootypes ofdifferent cultures, I
have learned to
challenge thing;s I
don t believe in. "

children marry a black person!"
When she saw interracial couples
out in public, she would loudly
whisper to me.• "Isn't' that disgraceful?" And one of my biggest
pet peeves is when people begin a
sentence with "Now, I'm not prejudi~buL"

Instead of just simply ignoring
st.atements like these, I began
responding to them. To my grandm.other, I would say "Wouldu 't
- - • you rather see me happily
involved with a person of a different race than see me miserable with a white man?" And to the self-proclaimed nnbiased
people I would ask "Why do you feel the need to say such a
thing if you're not prejudiced? Your open mind should be
able to speak for itself." I wouldu't always get a desirable
response, but at least I would make them notice what they
were saying.
Along with ideas about race, religion is also something I
questioned growing up. To go along with the large population of white people in my hometown, the main religions
were Catholic, Methodist and Lutheran. These religions were
accepted and considered nonnal. Unable to embrace any particular religious beliefs, I ha,;re instead learned about a ,,.,;ety
of different religions, but have continued to remain an observant bystander, unwilling t:o commit myself to anything I
don't completely believe in. The ignorance of many people
toward different religions always amazes me. Instead of
learuing about something new and possibly insightful, most
people I knew growing np turned their backs on unknown
things, rejecting them as stra:nge.
Rather than ac""Pting the cliches and stereotypes of different cultures, I have leamed to chaUenge things I don't belie\<e
in. By starting with childreD, especially, many harmful attitudes and ideas about prejudice could be reversed and even
exterminated before they took hold. Achieving suc.,.,.sful
cultural diversity is an opportunity to open people's minds.
Everyone grows up with s:ome form of prejudice around
them. Not everyone is to blame for that. However, simply
being a passive onlooker means accepting responsibility for

Editorial

affordable, safe transportation, cut down on
drunk driving and open up a number of options
for entertainment not previously available to
students.

' ' today's c:uote
It's them that take advantage that get
advantage i' this world.

- George Eliot

Cold War was really a
battle by corporations
over world control
Dear editor:
In current mythology, the Cold War
was a titanic struggle of good versus
evil, dem<>cracy and freedom against
godless communism.
Reality is qu ite. How can the
United States support of brutal rightwing dictators like Somoza, the Shah,
Mobutu, Marcos, Trujillo, Pinochet,
Suharto and others be equated with
democracy and freedom? How can the
massacre of over one-half million
member s of the Indonesian
Communist Party and their families
(men, women and children) be caUed
anything but one of the great human
rights violations of the20th century?
The same is true of the slaughters in
Guatemala, Angloa, Mozambique and
East'lnnor.
I have a different theory. The Cold
War was a struggle of the CO!porations
to retain control of the cheap labor
and natural reso=s of the world and

your turn

--

-~
to prevent socialism from succeeding
anywhere because it is a threat to their
tremendons wealth and power. Since
the dissolution of the Soviet Union
and the passage of NAFTA and
GATT. these corporations are more
powerful than ever.
How were the American people so
easily deceived? Simple - the CO!pOrations won the media and can promulgate the fairy tales of the ruling
elite 24 hours a day, if necessary. The
greatest propaganda achievement of
human history was convincing the
American people that believers in a
utopian ideology like communism
were evil devils.
What did the Cold War accomplish? It bankrupted the So\>iet Union
and put this country four trillion dollars in debt. This foUy occurred while
millions of people starved to death,
and the environment was poUuted and
destroyed.
An objective observer from another
planet would have to conclude that

there is no intelligent life on earth.
Beam me np, Scotty!
Gary SUd borough

United States was
correct in dropping
the atomic bomb
Dear editor:
I am writing in response to the letter sent in by Mr. Sudborough that
claimeod the United States was moraUy
wrong for using the atomic bomb on
Japan to end World Warn. First of all,
there is absolutely no evidence whatsoever that supports the claim that
Japan was willing to surrender prior to
the use of the atom bomb. Quite the
contrary, Japanese soldi ers were
renowned for fighting until the death.
Also. there are many reports of
Japanese soldiers and civilians jumping off clif!S rather than being taken
pnsoner.
It must also be taken into acc.ount
that the Uni ted States was taking

• Continued on Page 5
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The origin of racism lies
in educational upbringing
This piece won second place in the upper division of the
1995 Cultural Diversity Essay Contest.

By CLARK CARLSON
I am a white man in my 20s who can say, from a personal perspective, that the roots of racism stem from many
things, but mainly, I believe, from one’s educational
upbringing. Many schools have successfully integrated different races, but more schools are still very much segregated – either all white or all black (some with other very
small numbers of other races). I’m not saying that integration is the cure for racism, but I believe it is a step in the
right direction.
I attended high school in West Chicago for two years and
then went to stay with my father in central Illinois for my
final two years of high school. The transition was probably
the biggest shock of my life. I went from a school with a
student body of about 1,000 people to a school that had just
over 200. In West Chicago, I’d say that about 20 percent of
the student body was Hispanic and about 10 to 15 percent
black. I honestly never gave racism much thought, until my
sophomore year was almost over. I was involved in an incident which I believe was my wake up call. I’m going to
write it exactly as I remember it, not to offend anyone, but I
feel if I leave any of the profanity or racial slurs out, I will
only undermine my efforts in trying to prove the ignorance
associated with racism.
Two of my closest friends at the time were Hispanic. Joe
(not their real names) was Mexican and Steve was PuertoRican. The three of us and another friend (who was white)
went into a convenient store to buy something to drink. As
we were leaving, one of the store’s two employees asked
Steve if he was going to pay for his soda. Steve told the
man that he did pay for it, which I know he did because he
also paid for mine. The employee, a white man around 30
years old, instantly became irate. “Call the police,” he said
to the other man who was also white, around 25 years old.
“You f----n’ spics think you can do anything you want don’t
you!” Those are the only words that I can honestly remember. Other words were exchanged, other profanities, but I
only remember what the employee said. I also remember
the man grabbing Steve, trying to get the 50 cent soda. I
also remember thinking – just give him the damn soda back
Steve and let’s get out of here.
I was looking at the man who was in Steve’s face, threatening him, using racial slurs I can’t recall now. I guess I
turned my head for a second, when I heard a “crack” sound.
When I turned around I saw the man holding his face with
both hands, blood was pouring down his arms. I remember
all hell breaking loose then. The man started swinging his
arms and kicking at everyone wildly. The man who had
called the police was throwing anything he could find at us
from behind the counter. I remember people yelling and
screaming, but not much else until more than four police
officers came through the doors. Everything seemed to go
dead quiet after they came in. No questions were asked
until all four of us were in handcuffs, in separate police
cars. I remember that when I was in the back of the police
car, the police officer got in the front seat to use his
radio...”possible gang activity” was what I remember him
reporting back to the police station. I won’t go into any
more details except to say that all the charges against us
were eventually dropped. I remember thinking the justice
had prevailed, but looking back now, I see that justice had
nothing to do with it. What happened to Steve wasn’t justice, it was hatred fueled by ignorance.
Although I had experienced racism, I was still quite
naive about it. When I went to live with my father at the
beginning of my junior year of high school, I didn’t even
think about racism because all of the 200 students at my
new school were white. When I tried out for basketball, I
got my first chance to talk with the coach. I suspected that
our basketball team had not been very good in the previous
years because of the conversation I had with him. “You’re
from Chicago aren’t you?” he asked. I told him that I lived
near Chicago. He said, “Did you bring any niggers with
you?”
Soon after this incident, I came to the conclusion that
there are racist people everywhere. Since then, these incidents made me realize how wide-spread racism is. Now, it
seems that I see racism everywhere; on the news, in the
papers, and from people I wouldn’t ever think to be racist
until the subject of races, other than the white race, is mentioned.
I don’t think there is a “cure” for racism. Malcolm X
preached for separation, and Dr. Martin Luther King
preached for integration. Dr. King fought for civil rights
and Malcolm X fought for human rights, yet each of them
had one common goal – equal rights. America has come a
long way in trying to promote equal rights to all races, but
we still have a long way to go.
Clark Carlson was unavailable for a photograph

Discrimination in America is hard to escape
This piece won honorable
mention in the upper division
of the 1995 Cultural Diversity
Essay Contest.

Some witness it everyday,
some people let it destroy their
lives and some just can not LaTONYA RANDLE
ignore it. What is this horrible
Essay winner
pain? It’s “the painful consequences of discrimination.”
When I say discrimination, I mean being discriminated
against because you’re too short, too heavy, black, white,
female or many other possible things.
I will talk to you from my own personal experiences of
discrimination. I’ve been discriminated against because of
my being (1) black, (2) female, (3) short and (4) heavy set.
Some people just don’t care about what’s on the inside of
an individual. It’s what’s on the outside that matters to
them. My parents warned me that a day like this would
happen and their advice to me was to keep my head up and
not let anyone know you’re being bothered by their ignorance because then they (people in general) will know that
they won the battle.
The first time I was discriminated against was because of
the color of my skin. At the time I was too young to realize
that was the reason why. I’m not sure of my age exactly,
but I will estimate around eight or nine. I was living in
Selma, Ala. with my grandmother. She sent me to the store
for a carton of milk. I saw the price of the milk, but when I
took it to the counter to pay for it, I was told a dollar more
than what it cost. I just thought that my eyesight or calculations were off, but I started seeing myself get charged more
for other items repeatedly. I would always hear mumble
jumble about blacks and whites around the neighborhood,
but never paid any attention to it. It wasn’t until I got older
and moved to Illinois and learned about racism, discrimination, etc., that I looked back and realized that what was
happening to me in my early years was considered discrimination due to the color of my skin. You probably wonder
why I didn’t mention the price of the milk to my grandmother. It was because there was no need to. When we (the
children) did chores around the house, grandma would
allow us to keep the change that we get back from going to
the store for her. Besides, nothing could be done about the

From Page 4
incredibly high casualties throughout the Pacific campaign. We lost
6,000 American lives at Iwo Jima
alone! Although the United States
had destroyed most of the Japanese
navy, their army was still intact and
would have fought to the last man
to protect their homeland. An attack
of Japan’s home island by conventional means would have been devastating.
I also think it is extremely important to remember that the United
States was attacked by Japan, not
the other way around. You can come
up with as many revisionist theories
as you want, but they don’t change
the fact that Japan launched an
unprovoked attack on the United
States. By the way, not only did
Japan attack the United States, but
also British Hong Kong, the Gilbert
Islands, Guam, Malaya, Borneo and

situation if I had spoken up about it.
The second time I was discriminated against was later on
in my life, because I was a female. I’m not talking about
when we would play ball and the boys did not want me on
the team because I was a girl. Yes, that was discrimination,
but they did not know that and neither did I at the time. I’m
speaking of when I went to get my first job (due to certain
circumstances I will refrain from naming the place at which
I sought employment) I was told that “this is a man’s job
and ain’t no place for females here,” unless I wanted to
answer the phone and they would not pay much for
answering phones. yes, indeed I was truly hurt and really
starting to feel the painful consequences of discrimination.
It didn’t stop there. Have you ever been told that you
were too short to join a sport. And I’m not speaking of basketball. I’m speaking of softball. Softball is one of my
favorite sports. When I was in sixth grade, I was told by the
assistant coach that I was too short to play softball, but they
never said you had to be a certain height.
True, everyone else was taller than me, but I didn’t get
the chance to try out. So I was forced to play “vacant lot”
ball. That is just simply finding a vacant lot and gathering
around the neighborhood kids, hoping that you got picked
on a team to play.
Last, but not least, I will admit that I am a heavy set
female, but that does not mean that I have a disease or can’t
do some of the things that a thinner person could do. I used
to be told a number of things because of my weight and out
of all the things that I’ve been discriminated against this
hurts less than the others, because I still until this day run,
play sports, etc. I have not had one team since I’ve been in
college reject me because of my weight. When I say team, I
mean intermural teams or just friends gathered around to
play certain sports.
At times, I still do get the chuckles and whispers behind
the back, but you know what? I was warned that a day like
this would happen, so I held my head up high and did not
let the ignorance of another person wear me down, because
I won this battle, the battle of overcoming ignorance.
People don’t realize when they are hurting another individual and I think that before anyone should say anything
negative toward another individual, you should do two
things: (1) Take the time out to get to know the person
inside and out (2)Take a good look in the mirror, because
it’s obvious that you’re the one hurting.

your turn
the Philippines. Japan willingly
launched military attacks on many
unsuspecting parties, the last thing
they deserved was the benefit of the
doubt.
Finally, I would like to remind
Sudborough that the United States
officially called for Japan’s surrender BEFORE dropping the first
bomb on Hiroshima on Aug. 6,
1945. Immediately after Hiroshima,
we called for their surrender once
again. They still REFUSED.
Therefore, we were forced to drop a
second bomb on Nagasaki on Aug.
9, 1945.
It is absolutely clear that Japan
was not willing to surrender
because it took not one, but two
atomic weapons to force their surrender. Using the atomic bomb may

have been unfortunate, but Japan
brought on its won destruction when
it attacked Pearl Harbor

Jason Paganos

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed, the
name of the author, the author ’s
address and telephone number must
be included. If necessary, letters will
be edited according to length and
space at the discretion of the editorial
page editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than three
authors, only the names of the first
three will be printed.
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-Yul Ozak
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Bickers. -'5. of 420 W. State St.
in Charlt:ston, is accused of havmg
a concealed weapon in hts vehicle.
said a Mauoon police spokesman.
Police arrested Bickers at 3 :32
p . ni. at 14th Street and Marsha ll
Avenue.
Bickers posted $100 bond and is
sche dul ed to appear before the
CoJes County Circuit Court at 9
a.m. Feb. 15.

ca nnabi!>. possess ing
drug
paraphernalia. and driving
with a revoked license .
• James F. Henning, 46. of
775 lOth St. was arrested at
12:21 a . m . Sunday at hi s
horne on the c harges of
domestic battery.
• Marvin J . Anthony, 23. of
202 N . II th St., was arrested
at 6 a.m. Saturday at 1221
Olive St. on the charges of
domestic battery.
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THING IN TOWN!

1415 Fourth St.
348-0911
Open 1·1 am till
after the Bars Close!

BURRITOS AS BIG AS
YOUR HEAD!
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Phipps Lecture
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man \\a\
carl ) Saturda) for
dnvmg under thl! 1ntluence of
alcohol with a blond alcohol
level ttl._'10 .percent or nwn:.
according to a Chark!>ton
police report
J amc~ A. Oos:.. o t 505 N.
Di vision. Lot #I. wa~ arres ted
by police a t I :05 a.m. on the
I 00 block of DivisiOn Street.
In other Charleston police
reports:
• John D. Jenkins. 33 . of
Mattoon. was arrested at
10:33 p.m. Jan. 17 at the 900
block of 17th Street on the
charges
of
po ssess ing
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Now Leasing for FALL '96
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furnished Units
•free Parking
·Free Trash
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• Central AC
• Balconies
• Laundzy
·Dishwashers

Call anytime ~48-lf*~ : ~?)
for an appointman~~~ ~
Office hours: 4-6 p.m~
MTWRF
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room? Want to get out of the dorms?
Where to start? The Daily Eastern
News Housing Guide. Look for it
soon! -welll let you know what you
want to know before you go looking
for next years housing.
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Help Wanted

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in f lorida where
g uys meet girts! New motel on

D IRECT CARE PROFESSION·
ALS needed in 24-hour residen·
tial program. prcl't!idflg services to
adults and children with d evelop.
m~ntal di~-o~litie.,.. Cvening Ol'ld
weekend shifts avai lable.
Applications may be picl:ed up at
CCAR l nduslries, 825 Eighteenth
St Charieston, II. 6 f 920. E.O.E

tfwo.
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ley ball. free MTV. Pool and wet
bat open 24 hours. Don't be left
out of this Special Promotion. Cal

1-800--682-0919

~~~~~~~~~VI

"SPRING BREAK"S HOTIEST
TRIPS• CANCUN ' SOU TH
PADRE ISLAND' SEUZE 1-8~
328-7513 http://www.studentactvtrav.com FREE FOOD & DRINK
PACKAGE FOR EARLY SIGNUPS
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RESPONSE is hiring. for t 996.

We talk to people who want to
talk to us! We Offer: 'Day positions 'Flexible EwninP, POsitions
'Weekly P~hecks Corpocate
Training 'Starting Pay $6/hour
• Automatic Ratses. Call us
today-348-6250.
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MALt
OK ,._tMALt models

"

needed for life drawing classes.
$4.25Jhour. Apply at Art Office,
FAA216.

""~~~~'"'"""'~•n6
CRUISE
SHIPS NOW H IRINGEarn up to $2.000+1month worlting on Cruise Ships« Land-TOW'
co~nies. World trawl (Hawaii,
Mexi co. the C aribbean . etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employment avai lable. No experience
necessary. F« more information
call f ·206-971-3550 ext. C57383
Tlu.-.:"c"R"'E"'N"G"L,,"S"RnA"'s"R"O'fizg_

Make up to $25-$45/hr. teaching
basic con versational Engl ish
abroad. Japan. Taiwan, an d S .
Kocea.. Many employers provide
room & board + other benefits.
No teaching bacl-ground or Asian
languages requi red. For more
information call; (206) g71-3510
ext.J57382

~NA7-T~I~O~N~A~l~P~A~R~K~S~H~IRI~~
Positions are now avail abl-e at
N.ational Parits. f «ests & Widlife
Pr eserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! C all; 1-206-971·3620
ext. N57383

------~211

Help Wanted
(1170) 524-7766.

~~~~~~u-..~1n3

PIZZA MAKER WANTED part
time. apply il persoo after 4 pm.
Pag:liai's Pzza, 1600 lincoln.
Charieston.

====--;=,..-,=1124

EXPANDING

OUR

STAFF!

looking for high energy people
with a suptrior a ttitude. Apply
after 2pm, irl person at Joey's for
delivery drionrs and in shop posi·

_____________ 1, 129

SHORTCUT TO $$$. SUCCES~
PEO PLE'S MONEV. IDEAS AND

Plc~C~236

EFFORTS. OUR MULTI~IWON
$ COMPANY Wi l l SHOW YOU

Wanted
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ ,l ns

WANTED SOMEONE WHO CAN
READ AND WRITE MUSIC FOR

Roommati!S

from campus. $195 + 113 utiitie:s.
34&-5362

~5T.ITO~~~TO<~fn3
'!FEMALE
ROOMMATES NEE[).
EO, own room. Close to campus.
M.A7 yr

r..,_,, Nikki :\otA..!i17t

FEMALE TO SHARE 2 BORM.

Ave.

hou se with o ther female. Own
room $210+ utilities. 112 block
from campus. C all Jacqueli n e.

,...,~.,ou~oo~ 1 ng

34S-6637.

==-=-==-==,.---,.,.·129

THREE COOL CHICS looQ)g for
lwo nice gnS- to share 6ve person
house. CAU US. 345-7320.

~~~~~~~~~:lne

ROOMMATE NEEDED to t ake
over lease through June. Rent
$200 + utiliies. Close to campus.

_____________ ,ln9

UNBELEVASLE OFFER! Female
sublessor needed for spring
semester (Jan-May). January and
May rent a.nd secur ity dep-osit
AlREADY been paid! Very close
to campus., t ow Ren t and free
parting! CaD 348-7659 and ask

ACII05S
I I J1» ol novel

Classified Ad Form

s Kt\tt.JaltGhe"ad
• COt!UnU!Og

Name:

--------------------

llloUO"I

Gfoof;. Mat6

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

14

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _.s tudent 0 Yes 0 No

(1962"""9)
taVatJIQlt
t 'J HJrMguc

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

, , ._ RM:Jef~

te MTV Pflt.ISS
tWO'Oioy
compclfty

mWyorniog'a
mono
n Poul w<ner's

... """'.,"bt>r
PIWl

RENt SMAl l FURNISH ED
APARTMENT for 2 students,
excellent condition. $250 per-stu·
dentJ:S. month. 12 monfllease.
Cal
7653 1eave message-.
516

FURNISHED. SPACIOUS 4 and
6 be«oom apartments available
summer or fall of 1996 for quiet,
serious students. One living room
and 2 bathrooms per apartment
Offstreet partmg. 6 blocks north
of Old Main. Reasonable rates.
klw utilities. Ask about 10% discooot 348-8196 after 4 pn

-~~~~<n~~~,
~ ~o
GIRLS.
NICE ONE, I WO. AND

THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS CLOSE TO CAM·

PUS. NO PETS OR PARTIES.
345-5948 BEFORE 6:00.

"""'"~~.,.~~,,1ns

NO\'Y RENTI NG FOR FALL
SEMESTER. Carlyle Apartments

348-7746

~o;ro>JORrt;MrllS:EIZ~E:--flRl'EI'FRRlliG;JER:R;A<:1irll0~

and microwave ovens for rent.
Cartyle Rentals 348-7748

'>2'THuR~U~6'8~E~O~RO~OnMu<HO~US~

Sublessors
309-~807.

The Daily Ealitern New:§

~HrTQJTQl'S"E"'5"'f"0"k...,N"E.-YXTI-.-iE..,;f3.
""~~~no~~nn~IQ3

please call Paul at 348-5094.

~~~~~~~~ln4

""======-;;;:;;1129

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ln6

Need 4-a peo~ ~ar Campus.
Reasonabre. f
e 34>2416.

3789.

COlORADO SUMMER JOBS: in
the Rocltie! near Vail, .ANDER·
SON CAMPS seeks caring,
enthusiastic. dedicated, patient
i ndividuals who enjoy worti ng
with chiklre.1 i n an outdoor set·
t ing. Counsel ors. Cooks,
Wrangl ers. Ridin g Instructors,
and Nurses. Intervi ews on
January 3 ts t. Stop b y Career
Planning and Placement office to
get applicatOO and sign up for an
i nterview. OJestions? Call us at

own. Rent is 160/month. Phone-

345.a742,

6621..

---

.. a.,..

MM;ghtyblt

.. Cui off

4.2 ML Ein!t low

.:J ML&fJrost
locale

.., Slitched

RENTAL PROPERT'f EFFJCIENCV APT. 501 1.1:2 TAYLOR FUUV

SEJTSINGERAPARTMENT.161 1
91h street, now leasi')g for SUM·
MER ONLY 9 0 . O ne Dloc« east
old Main. eofl1)1etely IU:mished. 3
month indMcfual lease, cal 34>

FURNI SHED

LEASE

campus digs
PHI GAMMA NU will have a Spring Rush at 6 p.m. IOday ~ lH 017.
Profess,X,nal attire a must
NEWMAN CATHOUC CENTER wil haw Mass at noon today in the
Newman Chapel. comer of 91h and lincoln.
NEWMAN CJIJlfOUC CENTER will have Sacrament of Reconciliation,
8· g p.m. toni~ at the Newman Chapel.
NEWMAH CATHOUC C EHTER will have BI:'Ne study at 6 p.m. tonight
in Coleman Rm 109A
l.A.S.O. Will HAVE weekly meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in Union
Gceenup Rm. Members make sure you attend for NOMINATIONS.
.,..portant ove'View of the semester wil be discussed.
THE l£SBIAN, GAY. BISEXUAL. & Alies Union will have 1st meeting
tonight at 7 p.m. in Coleman Room 2 10. E'lf8"Y''M welcome!
THE WESLEY FOUN.OATK>N will h aw C.lmpus Bible study at 7 p.m.
tonight at 2202: 4th St. {Wesley FCUtdation). Hope you can join us.
ZETA PHI B£TA Sorority " ·· will have an Athletic Auctio n at 8 p.m.
tonight in the 3reek Cowt Commons Area. featufi"Jg EIU Panlbers and
The Fi~ting l lini. For ride info. call the Zeta House.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have a philanthropic meeting at 7 p.m.
IOnight _, 2 1 P.ingenberg,(Univ. Court). Cal Jennifer if you can't attend.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will havre an Informational Rush rne-E-ting at
5:45p.m. today fl the Phipps lecttn Hai.Come in pin attire. To avoid
o fine, e.oll Abbi ot 0117 if you ~"t •ttend.
PHI BETA l..AMBDA will have a chapter meeting at 6 p.m. conigh t in
lle Green\4) Rm, Union. N.ew members welcome~
SWOROFJGHTER'S GUR.D WIU not have a meetilg tonig"ll
SOCIETY FOR AOVANCEMEN.T in Mgt.{SAM) wiD have an infonna-tional meeOOa a t 6 p.m. tonight in lumpkin Hall room 027~ All majotS
welcome - refleshrnents wll be serwd.
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT n Mgt will have an executive meeting at 5:30 p.m. 10day in lumpkin Hal room 027.
BLACK STUDENT UNION will have its first meeling of the semesti at
6 ·p.m. ton~ton the third loor in me Union.
ALPHA PHI Oil EGA will have an executive meeting at 6:30 p.m..
tonight n Che APO office. New members welc:orne.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an informational meeting at 7:30 p.m.
tonight fl the Oakland Room of the Union. Everyone is flvited.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAl wit h ave an informational meeting at 7
p.m. tonight irl lhe Martmville Rm (Union). New members always welcome. Come see what we're all about!

=

PLEASE PeTe;

iJflf

CarJlus Cfips are nrl freed c:ha'ge ONE DAY ONLY b

c;;yrp1s organizs(W ewc:t. AI Clips shed:~ be 'SI..Ibrnibed to

The DaiEastem News office

by noon ONE SOSINESS DAY BEFORE
eo~e"lt schec:Ued f« llvsday shOIJd be

sWritted as a ~ Cl\> by NOON Wea>osday. (Thursday is deadine
!Or Niday, Sab>>day or Sunday........_) Cips S<btU1lEd AFTER OEADUNE
WLl NOT bep.IJIOI>ed.
wil be taten by phone_ AAv a;p lhat ;s
illegllle « CCif"IOWls conflictilg information WIU NOT BE Rt.t.,J. t:lips. may be
edited fer avaiable space.
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available to lease. close to cam.
pus. call Ki'n at (217) 346-3583..
3~~.-~~nn~r.>.1n6
a nd 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS and HOUSES. Call 34>

For Rent

Call 348-765:.1eav.e message.

For Rent

~""'~~~~~~ln4

"DRUMMER" with se-t. looking to
join ociginal band. if interesre<i

ROOMMATE WANTED : O wn
room . free cable. trash, water.
wa.sherldryer, mile and one half

&o5T"Tiil""""""'"'""'l/24
PART-T
IME POSITION AVAIL·
ABLE 15-20 HRS PER W EEK:,
$5/HOUR . APPlY IN PERSON
AT GANOOlA CHIROPRACTIC
C ENTER. 2115 t 8TH S T,
CHARLESTON.

FfE.-MA""Tiuo.-.SU:rii'
SII:lE:I'SSSSQilRR"INIIIEE'I'h'€b
l

N.f_«;: ~ 1 CLOSE t o campus, fur·
nisoea houses for '96·'97 sChool
year. Twelve·month lease.
'210.001month. Call345-3148.

OUR
S-ONGS
CONTACT
ROBERT WOOD 234.(554.8

Handbook, Modern Romance,
Inspire. anc: more. Women an d
m en needed immediately ! Pro
Images Sb.ulios. 217-345-2200

H El P WA"TED e veni ngs a nd
weekends. Apply 'East S ide
Package, RT 130 at Jackson

6 ·1 02.

FOR SUMMER 96. Close to cam-pus. Will have a room of their

HOW. 337-54n OR 34>t035.

ty for natioml magazines: Beauty

ASSISTANT Morni ngs M, W, F.
Experience preferred. Call 345·

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _IQ5

FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Immediately. 1 Block from Lantz.

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ 100

u.~~~~~'"'~"1n3
HOUSEKEEPER/ DAY CARE

fotPemy.

FUL PE OPLE UTILIZE 011-IER

lions.

~~~~~~~~1n3
$50 AN HOUR MOOEUNG loc:a~

For Rent

Sublessors

Boll tho CAl
t Gifwat too
• Calle"" joo<
• ~~ conc.n
t

I Pot!}'

ploU.r-uppet.

"'"'~""

E>p>a<>cn oode (011>:euse011y) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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• Somefeans
1 f'f6'nf 1noaan
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20 cents per word first day ad n.ns. 14 cents pe:word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid 10 15 cents per word first
day. t O cen.ts per wonl each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads roost be paid in advance.
OEADIJIE 2 P.M. PREVKHJS DAY-NO EXCEPllONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
cons.idefed libelous « in bad ta>te.
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Announcements

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE FOR
FIVE TO EIGHT GIRLS, ONE
BLOCK FROM LANTZ. NO PETS
OR
PARTIES,
345-5048
BEFORE 6:00.
_______________________1/25
HOUSES, 1-6 BEDROOMS,
across the street from campus.
Call B&B Enterprises for appointment. 232-4466-a local call.
________________________2/2
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREEE.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
PATIOS, BALCONIES, AIR,
POOL, SUNDECK, CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 24/HR MAINTENANCE. APPOINTMENT 3456000
________________________5/6
APTS. FOR FALL, 2 or 3 Br. for
2-3 girls. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS, 345-3100 between 39 pm.
_______________________1/26
APARTMENTS. 2 and 3 bedroom. Near campus, reasonable.
Phone 345-2416.
_______________________1/29
NICE, CLEAN APT. units available 1, 2, or 3 Bdrm. Call 3480819 Leave message.
________________________2/2

TED’S IS OPEN TONITE. PARTY
TONITE WITH D.J. AND ALL
DOMESTIC BOTTLES $1.00-NO
COVER.
_______________________1/23
THE EASTERN ILLINOIS
CYCLING CLUB will be having a
meeting on January 23, 1996 at
7:00 pm at Bike & Hike. There will
be a guest speaker from GT
Bikes.
_______________________1/23
MICHELLE SHAHIN OF ALPHA
PHI Congrats on getting lavaliered to Bill Herman of Sigma Pi.
Your sisters are happy for you.
_______________________1/23
JOEY’S: SANDWICHES MADE
WITH OUR HOMEMADE BREAD
AND BUNS; DELIVERED VERY,
VERY, VERY, VERY FAST: DELICIOUS!! JOEY’S: REMEMBER
YOU DAD WANTS YOU TO EAT
AT JOEY’S. 345-2466
_______________________1/24
COME SEE THE CHANGES AT
STIX! Dance floor, light show,
drink specials nightly.
_______________________1/23
ATTENTION FRATERNITIES
AND SORORITIES Capone’s and
Panthers are available for private
parties and functions 348-0288
_______________________1/31
TED’S IS OPEN TONITE. PARTY
WITH D.J AND ALL DOMESTIC
BOTTLES $1.00-NO COVER.
_______________________1/23
JENNIFER RENO OF ALPHA
PHI. Congrats on getting laviliered to John Droste on Pike
Kappa Alpha. Your sisters
couldn’t be happier.
_______________________1/23
SPRING BREAK! Only 1 week to
live-DON’T BLOW IT!! Organize
group-TRAVEL
FREE
Jamaica/Cancun $399 Bahamas
$359 Florida $109 FREE INFORMATION! Sunsplash 1-800-4267710
_______________________2/15
PARENTS CLUB 1996 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS NOW
AVAILABLE IN STUDENT LIFE
AND FINANCIAL AID OFFICES.
DEADLINE TO RETURN APPLICATIONS, MARCH 29, 1996.
_______________________1/24
100+ MADDEN 96 CODES. Tons
of teams. Only $5. 345-7965
_______________________1/24
TED’S IS OPEN TONITE. PARTY
WITH D.J. AND ALL DOMESTIC
BOTTLES $1.00-NO COVER.
_______________________1/23

TWO BEDROOM TRAILER located in Ashmore. Newly painted
and wallpapered. Call 348-0375
after 5.
_______________________1/24
COMPAQ BRIEFCASE computer
and printer, $150. Marlboro
Hammock $50, 581-5863
_______________________1/26
BAHAMAS TRIP FOR TWO.
Hotel reservations included.
Great idea for Spring Break. For
more information call 348-1502.
_______________________1/26

Lost & Found
PRESCRIPTION GLASSES, blue
LensCrafter case, found in
Buzzard parking lot. Claim at
Radio/TV Center.
_______________________1/25

Announcements
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
Billion in public and private sector
grants & scholarships is now available.
All students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent’s income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F57383
________________________2/5

ATTENTION: BODY BUILDERS,
FITNESS ENTHUSIASTS, AND
E.I.U. ATHLETES. NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AT THE
BEST PRICES. MET-RX, H.M.B.
CREATIVE-MONOHYDRATE,
WHEY PROTEIN, FLAXSEED
OIL... WE WILL DELIVER TO
YOUR DOOR! CALL 348-0819
LEAVE MESSAGE
_______________________1/24
CONGRATULATIONS PATTY
LAKIN OF ALPHA PHI on getting
lavaliered to Tim Knepler of
Sigma Pi. Your sisters are so
proud.
_______________________1/23
MR. AND MRS. E.I.U. BODYBUILDING/Fitness Competition,
March 2, 7:00 pm. Forms available at SRC desk. Deadlines for
entries February 16.
_______________________1/26
$4-ALL THE LAUNDRY YOU
CAN STUFF IN A BAG. Quick,
worry free service. DONNAS
CLEANERS 345-3454

JEFF WILMS

R

of Sigma Chi

ΣΧ

9

Announcements

Announcements

_______________________1/26

_______________________1/23

Announcements

DELTA SIGMA PI, co-ed business fraternity will host a “meet
the chapter” night on January
30th in Coleman auditorium at
7pm for prospective new members. Call Greg Reiseck 3457024 or Wendy Eilers 581-3040
with any questions.
_______________________1/26
DEAR DELTS-Welcome Back! I
hope you all had a great break-I
can’t wait to see all of you! Love,
Jenny
_______________________1/23
Come and Experience the DELTS
SIGS CHILI DINNER at 6:00 in
the Chapter Rm.
_______________________1/23
LOOKING FOR AVON PRODUCTS, but don’t know where to
buy them? Call: 581-2948 Avon
Independent
Sales
Representative.
_______________________1/25
CONGRATULATIONS JENNIFER
RENO of Alpha Phi on getting
lavaliered. I’m so happy for you!
Alpha Phi Love, Brook

Sig Kap thanks

ΣΧ
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classified advertising
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For Sale
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CONGRATULATIONS

KERI

CRONKITE ON ALPHA PHI on
getting laviliered to Tris of
Southern. Your sisters are so
happy for you.
_______________________1/23
***SPRING BREAK 96-MEXICO***From $399. 7 days-7 nights
-Rt AirFair. Free Nightly Fiesta.
Limited Space, call now! 1800844-2193.
_______________________1/23
Now

Open!

The

Student

Publications Office, located in the
University Union TV Lounge.
Pick up a free Yearbook, or place
an ad in the Classified Section of
the

Daily

Eastern

News,

HERE!!!!! Don’t forget to surprise
a friend with a birthday ad which
includes a photo and a message.

Delta Chi
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for being an outstanding

TUESDAY

MEXICAN FIESTA

SIGMA MAN

January 23, 1996
6:00 P.M.

with the men of Delta Chi
featuring TACO BELL and Chili!

WEDNESDAY

Tuesday: 6:00-9:00 p.m.

January 24, 1996
6:00 P.M.

SUBWAY NIGHT
All you can eat SUBWAY sandwiches
with the ladies of EIU

Subs
with the
“Sigs”
at the Sigma Chi house in Greek court
For Rides and info Call
J.R. White at 345-5435
or Matt Smith at 581-6883

ΣΧ

THURSDAY

FORMAL SMOKER

January 23, 1996
7:00 P.M.

ΔΧ
For Rides & Info:

ΣΧ

DELTA CHI HOUSE

• 1012 Greek Court

581-6790 / 581-6738

Sell your unwanted items in The Daily Eastern News!
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Hawks unseat Senators in new Palladium, 7-3
KANATA, Ontario (AP) - The Chicago Blackhawks
handed the Ottawa Senators their ninth straight Joss
Monday night, 7-3 in the second game in the new $217
million Palladium.
Chicago won despite registering only eight shots on
goal in each penod, as Jeremy Koenick and Joe Mwphy
both scored twice, Bernie Nicholls had a goal and two
assists and Mwny Craven and Brent Sutter scored once
apiece.
Goaltender Jeff Hacketf improved to 12-5-3 with a 22save performance for the Blackhawks.
Alexei Yashin scored his first goal in eight games since
ending a season-long holdout, and Radek Bonk had his

first goal since Dec. 9 for the Senators.
Chicago improved to 24-15-9, the second best record in
the Western Conference, while Ottawa' s league-worst
mark fell to 8-35-1.
Steve Ducheme opened the scoring for Ottawa with his
fifth goal, 5:55 into lhe game on a backhand pass trom
Yashin for the first Senators goal in their new home.
Roenick tied it 1-1 on a power-play rebound at 11:41
and Nicholls put the Blackhawks ahead in the final minute
of the first period on a rebound off the lively end boards.
The Senators rallied on goals by Yashin and Bonk for a
brief3-2 Jead at 12:29 of the second period Less than two
minutes later, Murphy was credited with a power-play

HOOPSfo>mpag•12 _ __
the final nine minutes of play to
pick up the 19-point win. Even

sophomore guard Jess Laska
was surprised by the Royals'
second half offense.
"!don't know what happened

out there in the second half,"
Laska said "They were just hitting their shots and they were
rebounding really welL (And)
number 25 (Gardner) was also
getting a Jot of opportunities."
K lein also thought Buffalo's

~

?

defense played well in the secotd half and ended up being the
difference in the ball game.
" Buffalo played a good zone
defense in the second half and it
was tough to get into any kind
of continuity," Klein said. (But)
again we have young kids who
are not use to working against
that rype. of defense. (And)
when you get right down to it,
th•y (Buffalo) just fla t out beat
us tonight"

ALPHA_PHI OMEGA ~

~ Ttie only ,
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Wedn~sday, janu5n-y 24

•
A
$

goal as he lay fallen .in Ottawa's crease.
Craven scored 23 seconds late-r and Roenick went
around Duchesne to score his 23rd of the season with 1:27
left in the second period.
That wts all for Ottawa goalie Mike Bales, who
allowed tl:ve goals on 16 shots. in favor of Don Beaupre to
start the third
Beaupre gave up a goal to Sutter at 12:02, and another
to Murphy on a breakaway at 17:37.
The Bla:khawks entered the game with the league's
16th-Tanked power play but scored twice in three man
ad\oantages against Ottawa's league-worst penalty killers.
Ottawa was l-for-5 and outshot Chicago 25-24.

Badger makes transition
from gridiron to hardcourt
MADISON, Wis. (AP) - Forgive Donald
Hayes for looking over his shoulder.
The newest arrival on the Wisconsin basketball
team has more than one coach keeping watch
over him both on the court and in the classroom.
When football coach Barry Alvarez granted his
approval for Hayes, a sophomore wide receiver,
to JOm the basketbau team, he had one key concern.

"I asked him if he thought he could handle it
and keep his grades up," Alvarez said. D onald
said that he thought he could

So what we're going to do is keep close tabs
on where he is academically. And we'll just see
where it goes.
"But he's doing well in school and he's earned
it." It's no big swprise that Wisconsin's new .basketball coach, Dick Bennett, would be interested
in adding the 6-foot-5 Hayes to his team when it
was: hlt by a senes of tnjunes and transters m
recent weeks~
When Bennett coached at \Visconsin-Green
BI'J, he tried to recruit Hayes, a two-sport star at
Madison East, for basketball only.
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Come See

An

Exhibition by World Open Masters
Champion

Tom Rossman "Dr. Cue"

e-mail codsphi@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu

DELTA SIG
pring Rush '96

•Wing Shots
• Masse Shots
• Roller Coaster Cues
• Audience Challenge
• Trick & Fancy Shots
• Pyramid Balance Act
• Fundam.entals in Instruction
• One-Arm Shooting Demonstration
11 A.M.- 7 P.M.
Thursday, January 25th
Union Bowling Lanes, Univers ity Unio n
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Swimmers nab second at Invite SHAVER

Ne[e Farella carne away with a said the swimmers aren't nervous
first place in the 200 meter during midseason, but when it
freest:0e with a time of2 :01.0 and comes 1o the conference champiBoth the men and women swim first place in the I 00 meter onship;, theywillbe.
He also said the huge crowd
teams came in second place at the freestyle with a time of 55.6. In
Bradley Invitational on Friday and the 100 meter freestyle, Maridee didn't bother Eastern either
Saturday. The men lost to the Hisgen swam a 2:14.3 in the 200 because they have swam in front
University of Northern Iowa and medley to capture fist place . of crowds of up to 300 p;ople.
the women lost to Northeast Eas~rn also won two relay.;; the The men and the women both had
Missouri State University by 16 200 medley was won by Becca one athlete out because of injury:
This invitational was a really
Wolf, Farella, Sarah Mensone and
points.
good
indicator for the conference
Even with the losses, Padovan Jessica Stowell and Farella,
championship.
Padovan said it
said he felt really good about the His~en. Peters and Wolf comhelp;d him find out who's going
meet. The on! y thing Padovan bined 1o win the 400 yard relay.
said was wrong with the mee I was
For the men, Doug Habben to conference and who will swim
they weren't prepared mentally wo> both the 200 and the 200 in what events.
Padovan said he got what he
for it
yard freestyle. Habben won the
wanted
out of his swimmers at
"The hardest thing mentally 200 in a time of 2:01.2 and the
about the meet was we couldn't 200 yard freestyle in a time of this meet- improvement. And
focus be·cause most of us just 1:47.1. Rudy Stefanski won the Parella added that the swimmers
came back to school," Padovan 1650 freestyle and Drew have nothing to be disappointed
said. 'We weren't as focused as to Sheoardson won the 100 in a time about.
"Overall we did pretty well."
what we had 1o do 1o win."
of i:Ol.2 and won the 200 backFarellasaid.
"I've been swimming
There were many women who strcke with a time of 2:13.3.
swarn well for Eastern. Andrea Eastern also captured fist place in for 17 years and this is a very
important time of the year. We
Peters captured fust place in the the 400 medleyrelay.
50 with a time of 25.5. Freshman
As to nervousness, Padovan have nothing to be disappointed

By MATT WILSON
Stall' writer

but Buffalo would not bow out
gracefully. The Bulls pulled to
within two points at 35-33 with
8:35 remaining, but that was as
close as theyl'<luidget.
The Panthers put the game away
from the free throw line for the second straight game as they connected on seven of nine in the final
8:25. Shaver hit eight-of-10 in the
second half.
'1 just stepped up and was making them," Shaver said. "I had
some rhythm in there .. In high
o:hool I shot about 70-p;rcen~ but
lately I haven't been hitting them.."
But his nervousness didn't show
as Eastern struggled to its second
consecutive conference victorywith one more 1o go on the threegame homestand.
"We have to win at home,"
Samuels said. 'We can't give up
many losses, because the bot1om
line is it's hard·to win on the road
in any league."

free throw opportuniies than
usual. But he could only
explain the improved shooting
over the past two ganes with
coincidence.
"We did nothing different at
the line," Samuels stid . .. We
did concentrate on our free
thro"" during the shoot around
1oday, but I don't thirk it was
enough to make a bi~ difference."
Despite shooting poorly
fmm the f~eld, Eastern won the
battle in the paint.
'We got good looks down
low." point guard Johnny
Hernandez said. "Our open
shots weren't falling, but
Shaver is getting more work
down low and it gives us as a
tearn a lot of confidence that
""can go 1o him."

-~~==~~

Ladies -let our ALL MALE STAFF serve you!

Jenny Ash
Antoinette, Buczko
Heather Clark
Dianna Danh<Df
Caye Davis
Erik Hahnfeltl

come to

2100 Broadway

from page 12: _ _ _ _ __

from page 12' - - - - -

Denise Hohrein
Kelly Johnson
Noel Koller
Annie Mastri>ch
Kevin Murphy
Heatber Pou:-~ds

Liz Reed
Paul Rutkowski.
Patty Salinas
Carrie Snyder
Edie Stumg
Becky White

Congratulations to the .fall 1995 pledge class
for becoming new members of~

Mattoon
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t-ast t-ree
Delivery

TONIGHT: Papa John's Pizza Night
TIME: 6-8 p.m.

Ul

PLACE:

•

KDR House, 509 Lincoln,

across from Old Main

FOR RlDES AND INFO. CALL 345-KDR4

Sponsored by:
S.V<>•·lo~ R>p> John;,Schlolz~sDeli, ~ LaBambi,Speei Lube,

Congratulations
to the following women of

INC.
1408 SIXTH STREET 217/345-6533
Now Leasing For '96-

SIGMA KAPPA

• O!detowne Apts.
• Herttege Apts.
• Polk Aoe, Af.ts.
• 4th & Buchanan
• 1420 6th S . Apts.
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PHI DELTA THETA
" Make Your Own Subs"

01

SubsthanPdh~ard st with
e
1es
Phi Delta Theta house is
located at 1102 6th St.
For Rides or Info call
Jason at 348-8550 or 348-1769
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Sports

Eastern charges over Bulls for conference win
By MATT ERICKSON
Associate sports editor

Eastern’s 60-52 victory over the
University at Buffalo Monday
night looked like a slop-fest. But
the Panthers picked up the only
statistic that has much meaning in
posting the win to move to 5-8
overall and 3-3 in Mid-Continent
Conference play.
“It was crazy out there,” point
guard Johnny Hernandez said following the win. “It felt like we
were in the 30s (on the scoreboard)
forever.”
Forever may be an exaggeration,
but not much of one. In fact,
Eastern was stuck in the 30-point
range for 12:21 of the ball game
during the second half.
Eastern got out to a quick start as
Hernandez hit a three-pointer 22
seconds into the contest. But that
would be the only three for
Hernandez – and the Eastern team
– for the rest of the night.
His squad going 1-of-15 from

beyond the arc, head coach Rick
Samuels was forced to look elsewhere for scoring. Those scoring
opportunities came from the free
throw line.
Eastern hit at an untypically high
clip on the night – 25-of-33 from
the stripe. Michael Shaver led the
way with 10 charity buckets in 12
attempts. The redshirt freshman finished with a game and career high
18 points in just 26 minutes.
“I’m more used to coming off
the bench,” Shaver said. “I don’t
mind either (starting or coming off
the bench). I just want to do good
out there.”
And do good he did. Eastern
head coach Rick Samuels proclaimed Shaver as the main key to
the Panther victory.
“He’s more confident out there,”
Samuels said. “He just keeps getting better and gaining more confidence with what he can contribute.
It certainly gains him more confidence from the team, and as a
coaching staff we’re excited about

his progress.”
Hernandez echoed Samuels’
thoughts on Shaver’s increased role
on both ends of the court.
“We have more confidence in
him,” Hernandez said. “I have a lot
of confidence in getting him the
ball down low.”
But the win did not come easily
for the Panthers.
Up 10-2 early in the contest,
Eastern went on a scoring drought
for over five minutes and saw its
lead vanish.
The first half was a defensive
battle, but Eastern put a little room
between itself and Buffalo at the
end of the half to go up by six at
28-22. A key to the late rally was
the Panther inside attack.
Eastern got consecutive layups
from Andre Rodriguez before Rick
Kaye sent home a thundering dunk
to give the Panthers the six-point
lead.
Eastern was up by as much as
nine in the second frame at 35-26,
See PANTHERS page 11

Surprising Shaver leads team
Redshirt freshman scores
game, career high 18 points
By MATT ERICKSON
Associate sports editor

LANDON FULLER/Staff photographer
Eastern center Michael Shaver slams home two of his career and game
high 18 points in the Panthers’ 60-52 win over the University of
Buffalo.

Women’s basketball
team has two-game
winning streak broken
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

Eastern came into Monday
night’s game against Buffalo hoping to extend its two-game winning streak, but Buffalo’s Charissa Gardner had other plans.
And against the Lady Panthers,
Gardner, who is only a freshman,
scored a career high 26 points –
14 in the second half – in the
Royals’ 79-60 win over Eastern.
The loss dropped Eastern to a 3-3
record in the Mid-Continent
Conference and 6-8 overall.
“I think number 25 (Gardner)
hurt us more than anybody
tonight,” head coach John Klein
said after losing the second game
of a three-game homestand.
Despite the loss, sophomore
center Allison Lee led the team in
scoring with 13 points and sophomore forward Barbora Garbova
chipped in 12 points.
In addition to Gardner’s 26
points, junior guard and the MidCon’s preseason MVP selection
Brenna Doty, added 14 points in
the victory.
And while Buffalo (6-1 in the
Mid-Con, 13-3 overall) did end
up winning the game by 19
points, Eastern started off well in
the early going, as they quickly

jumped out to a
29-23 lead with
three minutes left
in the half.
But Buffalo
came back strong
and played like
the the conference’s second
place team, as
John Klein they went on a
10-3 run in the final three minutes
to take a narrow 33-32 lead at the
intermission.
And while Eastern was trailing
at halftime, Garbova believed the
team played well defensively in
the first half.
“We were playing good in the
first half and we did a good job of
stopping them,” Garbova said.
“They were really only scoring
from the free throw line.”
Buffalo continued its offensive
explosion in the final 20 minutes
of play by going on a 14-4 run in
the first five minutes to take a 4736 lead.
Eastern did attempt a late rally,
as freshman forward Amanda
Garretson and senior center
Missy Beck each scored four
points to make the score 51-47.
But Buffalo took control from
there, as they used a 28-13 run in
See HOOPS page 11

The Eastern men’s basketball team sent a message
to the University at Buffalo early on in Monday’s
Mid-Continent Conference game at Lantz Gym:
records and statistics say nothing about intensity and
home court advantage. Eastern overcame scoring
droughts and turnovers to post a 60-52 victory.
Much of Eastern’s success for the evening came
from a somewhat new source – Michael Shaver
turned in a career night, finishing with a game-high
18 points on 4-of-4 shooting and 10-of-12 from the
line.
“I’ve been in a big slump,” Shaver said after the
game. “But each game my confidence has raised. It
does give me more pressure to do good, though.”
Eastern blazed to a 10-2 lead in the first 4:15, but
Buffalo responded with a run of its own – holding
Eastern scoreless for 5:31.
But both teams were marred by poor shooting in
the first half. Eastern shot just 31 percent (10-of-32)

while holding Buffalo to a 35 percent (10-of-29)
clip. Eastern senior forward Andre Rodriguez shot
just 2-of-8 from the floor while fellow post-man
Michael Slaughter went 0-for-4.
The one thing that kept Eastern alive in the victory was its free throw shooting. Free throws have
been what head coach Rick Samuels referred to as
the team’s “Achilles heel” this season. But on this
night, Eastern shined from the stripe.
The Panthers hit on 7-of-9 free throw opportunities – their counterparts from Buffalo got only two
free throws and made one of them. For the game,
Eastern shot 78 percent (25-of-33) – much to the
delight of Samuels.
“How about those free throws?” Samuels asked
immediately. “We buried that thing tonight.”
But for Samuels’ team, the free throw statistic
was one of the only bright spots. His typically strong
three-point shooting squad was held to only one
long-range bomb in 15 attempts.
“(Free throw shooting) is the stat we had to rely
on tonight,” Samuels said. “And that’s a stat that
hasn’t been too good to us this year. But our
Achilles’ heel was good for us tonight.”
Samuels said his team prepared no differently for
See SHAVER page 11

Second half plagues Lady Panthers
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
They were bound to explode.
After playing a close first half,
the Lady Panthers watched the
Royals of the University at Buffalo
make two big runs in the second
half as they pulled away and
defeated Eastern 79-60 Monday
night.
Buffalo came into the game
with the 17 ranked offense in the
country, and regained their scoring
touch in the second half.
“We gave them a lot of easy
baskets because of turnovers and
poor shots in our half court
offense,” head coach John Klein
said. “And with a good team like
that you just can’t give them that
many easy baskets.”
Trailing by only one at the half,
Eastern looked to come out and
reclaim the lead they held for most
of the fist half, but Buffalo took
control.

Fueled by an aggressive
defense, the Royals (6-1, 13-3)
outscored the Lady Panthers 10-2
in the first five minutes of the second half. Freshman Charissa
Gardner, who finished the game
with a career high 26 points,
scored six of those points on
breakaway lay ups.
Buffalo increased its lead to 13,
but Eastern (3-3, 6-8) rallied with
seven points in one minute to pull
within four.
But the Royals then started their
second run of the half. In a twominute span, preseason MVP
Brenna Doty hit two three pointers, and Gardner added two more
layups. Three Buffalo free throws
later, the Royals had put the game
away with a 17-point lead.
One of the keys to the Royals’
success was the use of its press.
While it might not have stopped
the Lady Panthers every time, it
certainly caused problems.
“We did a good job of breaking

the press,” sophomore guard Jess
Laska said. “It was after we broke
the press (when) we didn’t get into
our offense.”
Klein also said the inexperience
of the team was a factor. “We
came out with great intensity and
we needed to go to the bench a little bit because of foul trouble and
people who were in need of a
rest,” Klein said. “But that’s the
way it’s going to be this year – we
will have people in the game in
critical situations who are young.
“Tonight I think that hurt us a
bit, and even with some of our better players we struggled against the
press.”
But as they fell behind, the Lady
Panthers found it harder to get on
track. “We needed three’s and we
needed points quick,” Laska said.
“We maybe rushed our shots.”
Eastern shot only 30 percent in
the second half (0-7 from behind
the arc) opposed to Buffalo’s 78
percent from the floor.

